1. fntroduction. Rigid body motion is of fundamental interest in mathematics, science, and engineering. In this paper we will introduce a new, simplistic approach to this area of study in the spirit of modern molecular mechanics. We will consider a discrete tetrahedral body and simulate its motion when it spins like a top whose contact point with the XY plane is allowed to move in the plane. The approach will not require the use of special coordinates, Cayley-Klein parameters, tensors, dyadics, or related concepts 1. All that will be required is Newtonian mechanics in three dimensional XYZ space. The numerical methodology wi[ conserve exactly the same energy, linear momenturn, and angular momentum as does the associated differential system. Computer examples, run in double precision on a 64 bit Alpha 275 personal computer, which exhibit precessiorl nutatioq cusp formation and looping will be described and discussed. The geometric center of triangle PzPsPa is (0,0,0), and the geometric center of the tetrahedron is (0, O, R\ft/12).
In order to create a top, let us first invert the tetratredron shown in Figure 2 .1 to the position shown in Figure 2 . . 9i, n+t*9i,n-9 k t+t-A k,n ft1,na1*f;3,n . Ai, n+l*A i,n-9 mn+L -Um,n Tiv2p41*T;vr* 6(rii,"+)-6(riir)
?im,n+l-fin,n 4, n+l* Zi,n-Z i,n+l -2 j,n f;i'na1*fii,n . There are 3+ rycles in the 2200 point graph shown in Figure 5 . 4 Figure 5 .16. It shows cusped motion which is similar to that in Figure 5 .1 but is in motion to the left. The motion of P is fully three dimensional with the projection of its first 100 points shown in Figure 5 .17. Though The entire motion of Pl is shown in Figure 5 .20 and the projection P, but for only 100 points, is shown in Figure 5 .21. 7. Extensions In order to extend the present discussion to more complex rigid bodies, one can proceed as follows. A given body should be decomposed first into regular tetratredral building blocks 3'9. Let the rezulting vertices be Pt, Pz,"',Pr. Molecular tlpe force formulas between pairs of particles can then be applied, but in a fashion so that each particle interacts only with nearest neighbors. This will preserve rigdity. If a particular material composition is specified, then the total mass need only be distributed equally over Pt,Pz,...,Py. Finally the resulting /V-body problem can be solved in a fashion entirely analogous to that described in Section 4. Note also that any other conservative formulg different from (5.1) which ensures rigidity, may also be used.
